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A B S T R A C T 
In this paper we present a continuum theory for large strain anisotropic elastoplasticity based on a 
decomposition of the modified plastic velocity gradient into energetic and dissipative parts. The theory 
includes the Armstrong and Frederick hardening rule as well as multilayer models as special cases even 
for large strain anisotropic elastoplasticity. Texture evolution may also be modelled by the formulation, 
which allows for a meaningful interpretation of the terms of the dissipation equation. 
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1. Introduction 
Efficiency and accuracy of finite element simulations of elasto-
plastic behaviour are very important because much of the 
computational cost is due to the stress point integration algorithms 
and the predicted behaviour depends completely on the material 
constitutive relations. Current algorithms widely used in industry 
are based on continuum mechanics assumptions, in which some 
simplifications are made in order to obtain an engineering solution 
(Bathe, 1996; Kojic and Bathe, 2005). Many large strain simulations 
of metal sheet goods are performed using isotropic elastic rela-
tions with isotropic or anisotropic yield functions, using algorithms 
derived from the works of Weber and Anand (1990), Eterovic and 
Bathe (1990) and Simo (1992), among others, which use hypere-
lastic relations, objective stress integration algorithms and a simple 
modular structure in which large strain kinematics reduce to a geo-
metric pre- and post-processor. Several formulations have been 
proposed for anisotropic elastoplasticity, but those do not inherit 
the modular structure and use plastic metrics, Green additive 
decompositions of total strains or elastic isotropy, see for exam-
ple (Papadopoulos and Lu, 2001; Miehe et al, 2002; Menzel and 
Steinmann, 2003; Ulz, 2009; Vladimirov et al, 2010), among others. 
Additive splits of total (versus incremental) strains into elastic and 
plastic parts have been questioned in Ref. Schmidt (2005) regard-
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ing the resulting unexpected constitutive equations. Furthermore, 
in those formulations the plastic spin is usually assumed to vanish 
and the effects of texture evolution with strain are not taken into 
account, even when it has been experimentally observed (Kim and 
Yin, 1997; Truong and Lippmann, 2001; Boheler and Koss, 1991). 
On the other hand, the physical meaning of a nonvanishing contin-
uum plastic spin has been studied in many works (see for example 
(Loret, 1983; Dafalias, 1985, 1998; Kuroda and Tvergaard, 2001; 
Tong et al., 2004) and therein references), some related to tex-
ture evolution but not motivated from an energetic contribution. 
Instead ad hoc constitutive expressions are used, as for example 
in Choi et al. (2006a,b). Furthermore, these formulations do not 
frequently include mixed hardening, specially nonlinear kinematic 
hardening as given by the Armstrong and Frederick rule, which in 
small strains is usually modelled as a type of nonassociative hard-
ening, see for example (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990). 
In this paper we present a novel view of anisotropic elasto-
plasticity in which both texture evolution and nonlinear kinematic 
hardening are considered at large strains in an associative manner. 
Multilayer models (Montans, 2001, 2004; Montans and Caminero, 
2007) may also be included in the framework in a straightforward 
manner. The theory uses the Lee decomposition of the deforma-
tion gradient into elastic and plastic parts. The resulting (modified) 
plastic velocity gradient, plastic deformation rate and plastic spin 
tensors are then divided into energetic and dissipative contribu-
tions. The formulation is established from a decomposition similar 
to (but different from) that of Lion (2000) which was used recently 
by Hennan and Anand (2009) and Vladimirov et al. (2010) to 
model the Armstrong and Frederick rule in isotropic elastoplas-
ticity and anisotropic elastoplasticity respectively, see also therein 
references. However, our formulation, for which we justify our 
preference, allows for a simpler interpretation and procedure. Fur-
thermore, including the plastic spin effects allows us to model 
texture evolution in anisotropic elastoplasticity motivated from the 
dissipation equation and from the energetic contribution. Then, the 
formulation given in Montans and Bathe (2007) for texture evolu-
tion (used to predict the Kim and Yin experiments (Kim and Yin, 
1997)) is obtained in a parallel way to that of the Armstrong and 
Frederick rule and a clear physical interpretation is obtained for the 
different spin contributions of Montans and Bathe (2007). 
Finally, the theory is developed using logarithmic strains which 
allows for an intuitive interpretation of the formulation. If a 
quadratic stored energy function in terms of logarithmic strains 
and an exponential mapping are used, a simple modular struc-
ture (thanks to the additive decomposition of incremental strains) is 
obtained in which the plastic strain integration is performed using 
a small strains procedure. The large strain kinematics reduce to a 
pre- and post-processor. Details of a numerical implementation of 
this type for anisotropic elasto-plasticity may be found in Montans 
and Bathe (2005) and Caminero et al. (2011), remaining basically 
unaltered except for the use of a proper small strain procedure 
which includes the Armstrong and Frederick rule (or a multilayer 
model). The integration of the skew-symmetric part may be per-
formed uncoupled from that of the symmetric part (see details in 
Montans and Bathe (2007)). Thus, we refer to those references for 
examples and numerical details which are essentially valid in the 
present theory. 
2. Motivation: small strain plasticity model 
2.1. The principle of maximum dissipation 
The stress power per unit volume for small displacements may 
be written as 
: a : e = a : e + a : eF (1) V = a : Vv = a : (k + t 
where v is the velocity and Vv is the velocity gradient, k is the 
small strain rate tensor and a> is the skew-symmetric infinitesimal 
spin tensor, which produces no power. As usual, we assumed an 
additive decomposition of the total small strain tensor rate into 
an elastic and a plastic part e = ee + ep so the plastic strain rate is 
obtained from the constitutive equation in rate form, according to 
the path-dependent nature of plastic strains. 
As mentioned, an arguably intuitive, general and elegant the-
ory due to Lion (2000) has been used recently in the context of 
large strains in order to extend the Armstrong and Frederick hard-
ening rule to large strains. The basic idea of this theory is to further 
divide the plastic contribution into an energetic and a dissipative 
part, which in small strains may be modelled using an additive 
split of the plastic strain rate ep = sPe + kpd. Both ep and epd are 
obtained through integration of their rates, which are given by 
the proper constitutive equations in rate form. The split of the 
plastic strains is equivalent to the traditional split into plastic kine-
matic strains contribution and plastic isotropic strains contribution, 
which is the basis of the split of plastic strains (SPS) method (Bathe 
and Montans, 2004) to model mixed hardening. Then, the internal 
power is enlarged with two terms which cancel out each other 
V = a : e + a : ep •.a:ke + a:kp+spe:kpe+spd:kpd (2) 
:0 
where spe and spd are adequate stress-like internal variables. 
The free energy is of the form xlr = W(ee) + H(epe); the first 
contribution is due to the elastic strains which are recovered if 
the continuum stresses are locally released, whereas the second 
contribution accounts for elastic strains blocked in the system by 
successive plastic slips and which can be recovered only with local 
plastic flow along certain routes (as in a sliding puzzle). One can 
think of it as modelling two different scales, W(ee) being the energy 
at a macroscopic scale (due to continuum stresses and strains) and 
W(epe) being the energy at a microscopic scale (not considered in 
the Cauchy stresses and strains, but later accounted for through a 
continuum stress measure: the backstress tensor), see Vladimirov 
et al. (2010). Then, the dissipation equation takes the form 
v = v- if -- dee :e + a : er + :
pe
 - depe ) 'S 
pe 
+ spd:kpd>0 (3) 
so since the equality holds for purely elastic responses a = dw/dee. 
During plastic flow there is an additional part of the internal energy 
which is not dissipated taking (these are the backstresses) 
dn 
depe 
The plastic dissipation is now 
P _i_
 sPd • hPa - n • gP _ SPe ; gpe > 0 
Spe : (4) 
TP ,a:e- +spd:kpd . (5) 
If one considers the yield functions fy (a - spe, K) and gy (spe, Kg), 
which may be anisotropic, where K and Kg are material parameters, 
then the Lagrangean 
£: • tfy ~ Ygy (6) 
V£ = 0 = (7) 
yields the constrained maximum condition 
' e
p
 = i dfy/dO 
' = -i dfy/ds"' - ydgy/ds"' = i dfy/do-ydgy/dsi"=ep -
The meaning of gy for the backstresses is similar to that of/y for 
the stresses and for a limit on xf/. Obviously an isotropic hardening 
may be added to the theory with no difficulty through a derivative 
k which may be function of ep . For brevity we refer to the dis-
cussion on the nature of this hardening (which may be related to 
a defect energy) given in Gurtin et al. (2010) and in Hennan and 
Anand (2009), see also Vladimirov et al. (2010) for a different but 
more usual approach. 
2.2. The Armstrong-Frederick nonlinear kinematic hardening rule 
Usually, the Armstrong-Frederick nonlinear kinematic hard-
ening rule is introduced phenomenologically as nonassociative 
hardening in order to introduce a dynamic recall term, see for 
example Lemaitre and Chaboche (1990). With the above setting, 
II l|2 
one may simply assume a potential function gy (spe) = 1/2 spe . 
Then dgyjd spe = spe, and 
yspe (8) 
In order to obtain the familiar hardening description assume 
dn 2 
depe ~ 3 
Then by Eqs. (4) and (7), using a constant hardening parameter H 
2 
e
pe
 = i dfy/da 
n=^H\\epe\\2 \Hepe (9) 
j p e . 
-He' P
e
 . 
2„ f3/y 
3Htd^ 
y\Hspe (10) 
Finally, one may set a linear relationship between both consis-
tency parameters through a material parameter b in a conceptually 
similar way as in viscoplasticity (this relationship establishes the 
amount of plastic strain that is energetic): 
b . 
Y-- 2/3H (11) 
Thus, the usual expression for the Armstrong and Frederick rule is 
obtained as a special case for this formulation: 
spe = if^H^-bSpA (12) 
In Hennan and Anand (2009) a viscoplastic-like relation is also 
used to accommodate an Armstrong-Frederick type of kinematic 
hardening at large strains, but their work is not derived from an spe-
cific potential function and Eq. (7). In Vladimirov et al. (2010) the 
same consistency parameter is used for plastic and plastic inelas-
tic deformation rates, resulting in an equivalent expression to Eq. 
(11). In this workgy accounts for the level that spe (stresses at the 
microstructure (Vladimirov et al., 2010)) achieve. 
3. Large strain anisotropic plasticity formulation which 
accounts for nonlinear kinematic hardening and texture 
evolution 
In this section we extend the previous concepts to large strain 
elastoplasticity, allowing also for texture evolution. As mentioned, 
the formulation is designed such that the attractive structure of the 
computational algorithms for isotropic elasto-plasticity is kept. The 
goal of the present paper is to show that using similar concepts, two 
effects may be modelled at large strains. The first one is the Arm-
strong and Frederick type of kinematic hardening (and many other 
as nonlinear kinematic models) without restriction to isotropy. 
The second one is the texture evolution, present in anisotropic 
elastoplastic metals and experimentally observed for large strains. 
In particular, a remarkable novelty of the continuum formulation 
given below is the inclusion of the possible texture evolution mod-
elled through an energetic spin which subtract to the plastic spin 
in the dissipation equation, so the dissipative spin (the difference 
between both spins) is given by the principle of maximum dissi-
pation through a proper potential function for a skew-symmetric 
Cosserat-like stress tensor. The framework is then parallel to that 
given for the Armstrong and Frederick rule. 
3.1. Multiplicative decomposition and strain rate tensors 
The notation used in this section follows closely the notation of 
References (Bathe, 1996) and (Kojicand Bathe, 2005). The Lee mul-
tiplicative decomposition provides the following decomposition of 
the deformation gradient 
t
0X = <0X%XP (13) 
The intermediate configuration is defined by a local elastic unload 
l
0Xp = (^Xey <,X, where £,Xe also contains any superimposed rigid 
body motion. Hence t0Xp is invariant under arbitrary rigid body 
motions. As noted in Refs. (Hennan and Anand, 2009) and (Gurtin 
et al, 2010), the invariance principle does not apply to the interme-
diate configuration (at least in anisotropy). Aside, the intermediate 
configuration is uniquely obtained through "time" integration of 
the constitutive equations. Both Xe and Xp are incompatible, but 
Xe is such that X is a compatible deformation at a continuum level. 
We can define the modified velocity gradient t L as the pull-back to 
the intermediate configuration of the spatial velocity gradient 
L = f,XeT^Xe + ^Xe^Xe tLp = tLe + lCetLP (14) 
where tCe = pXe pXe is the right Green-Cauchy elastic deformation 
tensor in the intermediate configuration, tLe := ^XeT^X and 
'V := ^ X P - 1 (15) 
is the modified plastic velocity gradient in the same configuration. 
From the Polar Decomposition Theorems of the elastic deformation 
gradient tensor, 
Xe = ReUe = VeRe (16) 
where Re is the "elastic" rotation which includes the rigid body 
motion and Ue and Ve are the stretch tensors from which the 
Seth-Hill elastic strain measures may be defined. In elastic (recov-
erable) deformations the Polar Decomposition Theorem separate 
deformations and rotations. The logarithmic strain measures are 
specially interesting for several reasons. First, hyperelasticity in 
metals may be rather accurately modelled in terms of logarithmic 
strains with constant coefficients (Anand and On, 1979). Second, 
they yield additive incremental algorithms at large strains (Montans 
and Bathe, 2005). And third, in contrast with quadratic measures, 
the push-forward and pull-back operations are made with the rota-
tion part alone, so the metric does not change (both for strains and 
for their work-conjugate stress measures), an important advantage 
in anisotropic plasticity (Schmidt, 2005): 
e
e
 = \nVe, Ee = \nUe and ee = ReEeReT (17) 
On the other hand, using Eq. (15), the evolution of the plastic 
deformation strain gradient is given by the differential equation 
£,XP = 'L^XP = (lDP + tWp) l0Xp (18) 
In computational elastoplasticity it is now customary to use an 
exponential integration (see Vladimirov et al. (2010) for a evalu-
ation in closed form) which we will use as an aid in the following 
arguments. For small At that update may be written as 
t+AtXp ^ e x p ( A t t W P) e x p (At1 DP) l0Xp (19) 
where 
exp (At'WP) = t+AttRw (20) 
is a rotation (orthogonal) tensor and 
f+AtLTp := exp ( A t W ) (21) 
We now consider two consecutive steps 
lXP = \XP\XP ~ 21Rw\UPl0Rwl0UP (22) 
Obviously, a polar decomposition of the plastic deformation gradi-
ent yields 
lXp = lRPluP with IUP^JUP10UP and <JRP + 2RwiRw ( 2 3 ) 
Since plastic strains are in principle not recoverable, permanent 
(due to slip mechanisms in grains), new steps cannot change the 
rotation or deformation character of previous, occurred deforma-
tions. We obviously assumed that incremental plastic gradients are 
always applied to the left of previous plastic gradients. Hence, it is 
arguable the use of Up or other total (versus incremental) strain 
measures in constitutive equations, specially in anisotropy (the sit-
uation is rather opposite to the elastic part). Furthermore, as seen 
below, the rotations derived from the plastic spin do not dissipate 
energy in elastically isotropic solids, whereas the plastic deforma-
tions derived from Dp do dissipate energy. In general, if we assume 
Wp=0, then two consecutive steps with principal directions not 
aligned yield 
lXP = ]UPlUp = exp [(t2 - t^DP] exp [( t l - t0)°DP] = gjjPgtlP 
(24) 
withjjRp j= I, so considering only the total ^Up in the constitutive 
equation (or any derived Seth-Hill total plastic measure) may yield 
an undesired plastic dissipation, an argument which adds to those 
given in Schmidt (2005). Thus we prefer to see plastic deformations 
as incremental, which is also the way the equivalent plastic strain 
is computed. 
A similar reasoning (but of more complex interpretation) may be 
employed in the decomposition of the plastic deformation gradient 
into an energetic and a dissipative part, as considered in Vladimirov 
et al. (2010), Lion (2000), Hennan and Anand (2009) 
xp = xpe xpd (25) 
Since plastic energetic and plastic dissipative deformations occur 
simultaneously due to slips in grains, two consecutive steps would 
give 
2vP . 
0 A . 2ype2 ypd 1 ype lypd 
•• j A j A
 Q A Q A 
(26) 
so the energetic part may not be easily recovered with operations 
of the type 
Xpe=XP(Xpdy1 (27) 
which for us defines the difference between the plastic origin of 
Xpe and the elastic origin of Xe. The deformations due to Xe are 
recovered in a local elastic unload (continuum), whereas in order 
to recover Xpe plastic flow is needed which somehow reverses 
at least part of the previous path (as in a sliding puzzle). Aside, 
the plastic deformations at the initial, reference configuration are 
usually unknown. Thus we consider an open question whether the 
hypothesis of decomposition (25) is the most adequate one for this 
case. We note that whereas X in (13) is a compatible deformation 
gradient, Xp in (25) is not necessarily a compatible deformation 
gradient in a continuum. Instead of decomposition (25), we propose 
an additive split of the (modified) plastic velocity gradients 
Lp =Lpe+Lpd (28) 
and similar additive decompositions into deformation rates and 
spin tensors 
Dp = Dpe + Dpd 
wp = wpe + wpd 
(29) 
(30) 
+ p p e : Dpe + p p d : Dpd + Tp^ : Wpe + TPJ : Wpd (34) 
:0 :0 
The tensors Ss and Sw are the symmetric and skew part of the 
Mandel stress tensor, ($pe, ($pd, are symmetric stress-like tensors, 
and T f^ and Tpw are skew-symmetric stress-like tensors. From Eq. 
(34) it is seen that the symmetric part of the Mandel stress tensor 
Ss produces power on the modified plastic strain rate, whereas the 
skew part of the Mandel stress tensor Sw produces power on the 
modified plastic spin. In the case of elastic isotropy, stresses and 
strains commute because they have the same eigenvectors, hence 
Sw = 0 and the plastic spin produces no dissipation nor energy 
change, so a value of Wp =0 is a common and natural choice from 
an energetic point of view. 
Motivated in the work of Anand for isotropic metals (Anand and 
On, 1979), we use for motivation and simplicity of the presenta-
tion (but without loss of the generality of the theory) the following 
stored energy function, which is also an attractive choice for com-
putational implementation 
xl/ = W + H--
1 , 
: £ e + ±Epe :Epe (35) 
where A is a tensor of elastic constants similar to those used for 
small strains and Ee is the logarithmic elastic strain tensor in 
the intermediate configuration and Epe are energetic logarithmic 
strains given below. For practical reasons, we will also assume a 
constant hardening tensor H that has the same principal orthotropy 
directions as A, which in essence are due to material texture. 
Since push-forward and pull-back operations for logarithmic 
measures are performed with the rotation part and we have seen 
that we need to consider only the incremental rotation Rw in the 
push-forward and pull-back between intermediate configurations 
during stress integration, we define a configuration where the 
incremental plastic rotation did not take place by (•), hence 
(36) 
Lpe =DPe + Wpe a n d L p d = flPd + Wpd (31) 
These decompositions yield interesting results in the dissipation 
equation which are not as easy to interpret if we insist in using 
decomposition (25). 
3.2. Dissipation inequality 
In an isothermal process, the stress power V of external forces 
(in the reference volume) may be expressed in the intermediate 
configuration as, see Refs. (Montans and Bathe, 2007, 2005) 
V = S:L = S:(Le + CeLp) = S : ( D e + W e ) + S : Ce {Dp + Wp) 
(32) 
where S is the pull-back of the Kirchhoff stress r to the stress-free 
configuration. Since S is symmetric, the product S: We = 0, i.e, the 
elastic spin produces no work. Using the Mandel stress tensor S : = 
Ce S, the stress power can be written as 
V = S : L = S : De + (Ss + Sw) : (Dp + Wp) =S :De + SS :DP 
+ Sw:Wp (33) 
to which, similarly to the small strain case, we add four terms which 
cancel out two by two 
V = S:De + S5:Dp + Sw:Wp 
and we can define a Lie-type derivative for logarithmic strains and 
their work-conjugate stress measures in the intermediate configu-
ration as 
C(-) = RW ^-\RwT ( • ) R w l RwT = ! - ( . ) + ( . ) Wp-Wp ( • ) 
j— fit L -I rif dt 
(•) 
(37) 
We can consider the free energy in the intermediate configuration, 
which at a given step is defined by (•), i.e. 
xjr -- : Ee + ^Epe :; :Epe (38) 
The variation of the free energy with this configuration fixed (to 
simplify the presentation since the energy is obviously invariant) 
has a contribution due to the change of strains and a contribution 
due to texture evolution (principal directions or structural tensors 
evolution in general) 
xjr -- :!e+ke:: : Ee + Epe : ; :kS + \T:\ :Epe 
(39) 
The time derivatives in the anisotropy tensors correspond to the 
rotation of the principal anisotropy directions due to texture evo-
lution. We define the following stress tensors 
dxjr 
B 
dxjr 
dEP? 
Epe : 
with 
(40) 
(41) 
i.e. T : Ee = T : Ee. If A is only due to the spin of the princi-
pal orthotropy directions (our simplifying hypothesis) which we 
denote by WA = R RA T, where RA is the rotation of the principal 
directions, we can write in a configuration in which incremental 
plastic rotations did not take place 
1 
- £ e : A : £ e WA WA (42) 
where we defined the skew-symmetric stress tensor in the updated 
intermediate configuration 
Ee T-TEe (43) 
The tensor T w is not an independent quantity (it only depends on 
Ee and on the elastic constants) and measures the noncoaxiality 
be tween stresses and strains, giving an enlightening interpretation 
of this contribution to the stress power. A similar reasoning is valid 
for the kinematic hardening contribution, where 
1 
Epe : H : Epe = BW:WH 
^=EkfM'°M'+EEi vLltt M^ (51) 
i=l i=l j + i ] l 
where ke and N,- are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the elastic 
strains, M,-: = N,- ® N,- are the structural tensors and we defined the 
fourth order tensors with both minor and major symmetries 
Mt®Mj := \ (Nt ® Nj + Nj ® N,) ® (N,- ® N, + N, ® N,-) (52) 
Hence 
CEe = M | : De, De = M? : CEeandM? : M | = I 
S : M? : M | : De = S : M? : CEe = T : CEe 
Then 
T = S : MP and S = T : M | 
The Mandel stress tensor is 
S = CeS = Ce (T : Ml) = T : ( s M + WM ) = Ss + Sv 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
where Ss and Sw are the symmetric and skew parts of S and after 
some algebra we obtain (see details in Caminero et al. (2011)) 
3 3 f)A +(\e)2 
« M _ \ ^
 M . 0 M . + ^ ^ _ W _ ( l n ^ - l n ^ M j g i M , -
i = i i=M*i{xj) -(>tf 
(57) 
(44) with major and minor symmetries and 
with WH being the spin of the principal anisotropy directions for 
the hardening (arguably identical to WA since they are also due to 
the same texture evolution) and 
B w : = Epe B-B Epe (45) 
Then, from Eqs. (34) and (39), the Dissipation V = V - \]r is 
/
 x SW 
(lnA.?-lnA.?)M,-®Mj 
i=l j + i 
with 
sw \ ,
 s , 
Mt®Mj := - [N{ ® Nj + Nj ® Nt) ® [N{ ® Nj - Nj ® N,-
(58) 
V = S : De + Ss : DP + Ew :WP + p p e : EPe + ppd : BPd + T% : Wpe + T\ •pd • Wpd 
= 0 
- T : CEe -TW:WA-B: CEpe - Bw : WH 
An identification of te rms which yields the correct meaning for the 
energetic plastic spin and energetic plastic deformation rate tensors 
(i.e. they produce no plastic dissipation) is 
(46) 
WA = Wpe and Dpe = CEpe (47) 
and then 
T ^ T w and ppe=B (48) 
whereas no elastic dissipation in purely elastic deformations yields 
S :De = T :CEe (49) 
Obviously, since both CEe and De are measures of the elastic strain 
rates, they can be related to each other. As it can be easily checked, 
this relation is given by the fourth order tensors 
• v ^ 1 - A ^ lnAe-lnAe
 s 
< = E T ^ I Mi ® M i + E E 2 ^ i — L 7 M i ® M > - (50) 
i=i ( A i ) i=i i # i ( ^ j -(%) 
For moderately large elastic stretches ~ke (an hypothesis typically 
employed in computational elastoplasticity) SM ~ I so one obtains 
Ss ~ T. It is straightforward to also verify that (this holds without 
any hypothesis) 
T : -. EeT - TEe =: TM (59) 
so for practical purposes both stress tensors Ss and T and both 
tensors Sw and T w have the same meaning and the same physical 
interpretation. For large elastic strains, simply Ss = T : § M a n d T w = 
Sw. 
If the tensor H is isotropic (another common choice), then Bw = 
0 and the value of WH is irrelevant, otherwise a logical choice would 
be W ' . T h e n 
if = Ss:Dp + Sw:Wp+ppd : Dpd + Tpd : Wpd 
= Ss : Dp + Sw : Wp - B : Dpe - Tw : WA 
(60) 
We now consider three yield functions of the t ype / y (Ss - B, K), 
gy (B, KB) and hy (Sw, KW). The augmented Lagrangian using the 
multipliers i, y, k, is 
C = Ss : Dp + Sw : Wp - B : Dpe - Tw : WA - ify - ygy - khy (61) 
and the principle of maximum dissipation yields 
Dp 
"
A
 - k dhy/dl V£ = 0 
: t dfy/di 
Wpd = Wp - wn 
D^ = i dfy/dl 
(62) 
•Y y/dB = Dp-Dpd 
with the proper Kuhn-Tucker and consistency conditions. 
The tensor Wpd was already identified in Montans and Bathe 
(2007) as the dissipative plastic spin, although not derived from 
the current energetic/dissipative framework. The tensor WA was 
therein explicitly set to modify the stored energy function, but this 
theory brings a more clear meaning to it. The first Equation of (62) 
is the usual flow rule. The second Equation of (62) gives the asso-
ciative flow rule for the dissipative spin. This spin is associated to 
texture evolution, see for example (Kim et al., 2009). The third Equa-
tion of (62) is the hardening rule and it is a direct consequence of 
the usual assumption fy (Es - B, K). 
3.3. The Armstrong and Frederick hardening rule 
The Armstrong and Frederick hardening rule may also be 
obtained at large strains with similar choices as in the small strains 
model. Using Eqs. (47) and (402) we have 
CB = CEpe :: -.Dpe :: (63) 
Using the same hardening : 
projector tensor and gy = J\\B\\ , from Eq. (623) 
§HP° where P° is the deviatoric 
(64) 
so with the same viscoplastic-like relationship given in Eq. (11) we 
obtain the large strain version of the hardening rule 
CB = t(?-H^-
3 das 
•bB (65) 
3.4. Texture evolution 
In References (Montans and Bathe, 2007) and (Kim et al., 2009) 
we presented a model for texture evolution which predicts the 
experimental results of Kim and Yin (1997). This model is more 
clearly explained and motivated by the present theory, being the 
practical (and computational) result the same. In Montans and 
Bathe (2007) we considered a linear relationship between the spins 
WA = pWp 
and 
Wpd = (l -p)Wp 
(66) 
(67) 
where p is a material parameter with now the clear meaning of 
being the amount of the plastic spin which is energetic. Then, as for 
the case of the Armstrong-Frederick rule we consider a function for 
the skew part of the Mandel stress tensor in the form (with KW = 0) 
hv ? 11 (68) 
and a viscoplastic-like relationship between the effective plastic 
rotation rate and the effective plastic strain rate, which as with Eq. 
(11), can be written in terms of the consistency parameters (see 
details in Montans and Bathe (2007)) as 
k: (69) 
where m and m are material parameters. Eq. (69) is motivated on 
the relation that exists in crystal plasticity between both contribu-
tions to the plastic flow. The model fits nicely in this theory, which 
enhances its physical interpretation. 
3.5. Multilinear kinematic hardening models 
Multilayer models (Montans, 2001; Montans and Caminero, 
2007) maybe cast in the present theory even at large strains. Simply 
consider the following split accounting for N layers 
flPe
 = ^ o P e (70) 
and the associated stresses ($pe. Then proceed in a similar way as in 
the cited references, considering yield functions for the energetic 
stresses. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we presented a continuum mechanics theory 
for large strain anisotropic elastoplasticity capable of model-
ing mixed nonlinear kinematic-isotropic hardening and texture 
evolution. The theory is based on the Lee multiplicative decompo-
sition of the deformation gradient into elastic and plastic parts. A 
decomposition motivated from Lion's decomposition of the plastic 
deformation gradient into energetic and dissipative contributions 
is introduced, but our proposal is to consider a decomposition in 
rate form. The resulting additive decomposition of the plastic defor-
mation rate and plastic spin tensors yield meaningful contributions 
in the dissipation equation. A more clear physical interpretation of 
a formulation on texture evolution capable of predicting Kim and 
Yin experiments is obtained by the present theory and nonlinear 
kinematic hardening of the Armstrong and Frederick type or multi-
layer (Mroz-type) models may also be derived as special cases even 
in anisotropic elastoplasticity. 
The formulation is developed using logarithmic stress and strain 
measures which may be used to define a quadratic stored energy 
function. If an exponential mapping is employed to integrate the 
plastic deformation gradients, these ingredients are known to allow 
for relatively simple and efficient incremental computational algo-
rithms in which the plastic deformation is integrated using a small 
strains procedure and the large strain kinematics reduce to a geo-
metric pre- and post-processor (Caminero et al., 2011). 
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